by Aguair

360° Vehicle Disinfectant System
Prevent Vehicles
From Causing
Cross-Contamination
Pathogens latch on to delivery and utility
trucks, and spread infectious diseases as
trucks travel between farms, feed mills,
and processing facilities. The Aguair
Vehicle Disinfectant system provides
a necessary security measure to help
secure your facility from biosafety risks.

EFFECTIVE

Full, 360-degree spray ensures all surfaces
of the vehicle are sprayed with disinfectant.

EFFICIENT

Simple, drive-through design allows for a consistent
disinfecting process, as compared to hand-held spraying.

ECONOMICAL

Fraction of the equipment cost, plus labor and disinfectant
cost savings, when compared to sanitization methods.

COST PREVENTION

Pro-active approach for preventing cross-contamination.
Saves money in the long-run.

FAST

Automated process is 10-times faster than manual washing.

SIMPLE
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The Aguair Vehicle Disinfectant System is a pro-active
approach for preventing cross contamination caused by
transportation vehicles of all sizes

Plug-and-play type installation. All components are
pre-fabricated to bolt together on-site.
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SaniCart Mobile Sanitization Dispenser
®

The SaniCart releases a fine,
dry fog for complete air and
surface disinfection
SaniCart is a mobile, fogging sanitization system,
used to protect against surface and airborne viral,
bacterial, and mold contamination. The SaniCart
technological breakthrough involves a patented
micro-fog nozzle, which efficiently covers the
complete indoor environment with a disinfecting fog
that settles on all surfaces and hard-to-reach areas
without leaving residues.
SaniCart technology helps reduce human error and
minimize user exposure to sanitizing chemicals and
pathogens, while also saving time, money, and labor.

3 models available
1

Gallon

2.5

Gallon

EFFECTIVE

5

Gallon

6-10 micron droplets remain suspended in the
air and then settle on surfaces without leaving
wetness or damaging residue.

EFFICIENT

Gets in all the nooks and crannies without
excess waste.

VERSATILE

Easy maneuverability allows it to works in
any environment where effective sanitation is
required.

ECONOMICAL

Fraction of the cost compared to manual hand
held sanitation processes. Proactive approach
for preventing liability of cross contamination.
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ClensAir Ethylene “Scrubbing” Technology
CleansAir is an air purification technology that
utilizes a patented six-stage purification process. This
includes the newest NASA developed innovation
in UV-based photocatalytic disinfecting process
combined with advanced media filtration.
ClensAir Ethylene Removal System helps maintain
ethylene levels to industry relevant concentrations
of under 1PPM.
Advanced Media Filter

UV Lamps

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE

Safe alternative to harmful sanitizing agents.
No ozone or toxic by-products released. Food safety
compliant.

EASY TO USE

Start purify air and control ethylene with a push of a button.

EFFECTIVE

Remove odors, ethylene and other volatile organic
compounds

SAVE MONEY

Reduce food waste and product spoilage
Photocatalyst
(TiO2)

Odor Control Filter
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Particulate Filter
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Reduce food waste
and product spoilage
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The Aguatronics Humidity Control System
™

Precisely Target Preferred
Humidity Levels Throughout
Any Sized Facility
The Aguatronics humidity systems efficiently
optimizes relative humidity while controlling low
water and energy consumption. Its patented steel
nozzle technology uses air to precisely atomize water
resulting in a very fine, dry fog. T
 his fog humidifies
the environment without wetting surfaces. Our
fully-customizable systems can be used for any
humidification application such as cold storage
facilities, ripening rooms, hatcheries and more.

INNOVATIVE

The patented nozzle evenly distributes a very fine micro-fog to
evenly coat all surfaces, including hard to reach areas.

ENERGY EFFICIENT

100% efficiency, no drain required. System operates at
low air (20psi) and water (40psi) pressures.

NO WETNESS

The dry micro-fog fills any indoor space with wall-to-wall
coverage, leaving no wetness or residues.

CUSTOMIZABLE

Works with any size room. Aguatronics is low maintenance
and easy to install.

The patented nozzle design evenly distributes
a very fine droplet size of 6-10 microns.
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SAFE

No standing water or air, so no risk of bacterial colonization.
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